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EU Data Privacy Directive

• Members States must protect the fundamental rights 
and freedoms of natural persons

• Forbids sending of data outside Europe to any country 
without a “level of [data] protection considered 
‘adequate’ by EU standards”

• Reaches all types of data  
 Written communications 
 Internet/e-mail 
 business communications
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Data Privacy Directive – Key Terms

• DATA SUBJECT
 “identified or identifiable natural person”

• IDENTIFIED / IDENTIFIABLE NATURAL PERSON
 anyone “who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in 

particular by reference to an identification number or by one or
more factors specific to his physical, physiological, mental, 
economic, cultural or social identity”

• PERSONAL DATA
 information about any “identified or identifiable natural person”
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• PROCESSING
 “any operation or set of operations…performed upon personal data”

automatically or otherwise, including collection, recording, 
organization, storage, retrieval, use, disclosure by transmission, 
dissemination.

• DATA CONTROLLER
 Anyone who determines “purposes and means of processing.”

• DATA PROCESSOR
 Anyone who processes personal data for the controller.

• THIRD PARTY
 Anyone who processes data under “the direct authority” of a controller 

or processor.

Data Privacy Directive – Key Terms
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Data Processing
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Rules for Data Processing

• Comply with Data Quality Principles

• Consent or “Necessary” Requirement

• Disclosure

• Data Protection Authority

• Sensitive Data – Special Rules
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Data Quality Principles and Rules

• FIRST RULE: Comply with Data Quality Principles

• Directive prohibits all personal data processing except that 
which is 
 “fair and lawful,” and 
 conducted for “specified, explicit and legitimate reasons”

• Data controllers must therefore process personal data in 
accordance with the following data quality principles.
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Data Quality Principles

• FAIRNESS - Process data “fairly and lawfully.”

• SPECIFIC PURPOSE - Process data “for specified, explicit, and 
legitimate purposes” and do not “further process in a way 
incompatible with those purposes.”

• RESTRICTED - Ensure data are “adequate and relevant, and not 
excessive in relation to” the purposes for which they are collected.

• ACCURACY - Ensure data are “accurate and, where necessary, 
kept up-to-date” so that “every reasonable step [is] taken to 
ensure errors are erased or rectified.”
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• DESTROYED WHEN OBSOLETE - Maintain personal data “no 
longer than necessary” for the purposes for which the data were 
collected and processed.

• SECURITY - “implement appropriate technical and organizational 
measures to protect personal data against…destruction or…loss, 
alteration, unauthorized disclosure or access, in particular where 
the processing involves the transmission of data over a 
network….”

• AUTOMATED PROCESSING - “decision[s]” from data 
processing cannot be “based solely on automated processing of 
data that evaluate[s] personal aspects.”

Data Quality Principles
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Consent or ‘’Necessary’’

• SECOND RULE:

 The data subject must also consent, or 

 The processing must be “necessary” (not merely convenient) 
to accomplish one of five objectives:

 “Perform a contract to which the data subject is a party”
 “Comply” with a law
 “Protect” the data subject’s “vital interests”
 Advance the “public interest” or facilitate “the exercise of official 

authority”
 Further the controller’s (or some other “disclosed” party’s) 

“legitimate interests” without infringing the data subject’s 
“fundamental rights and freedoms”
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Disclosure

• THIRD RULE: The Directive prohibits processing personal data 
in secret.  
 European data subjects, therefore, have the right to:

 Review information others have on file about them, and
 Learn what is being done with that information.

 Notice - must be given to data subjects which explains:
 The reason the information is being collected
 Who is collecting it
 Who has access to it
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Disclosure

• Access - must be given to information “without constraint at 
reasonable intervals and without excessive delay or 
expense.”

 If there are errors, a data subject can:
 Offer corrections, or
 Ask that the information be purged.

 Data subject may object “free of charge” to: 
 the processing of personal data for direct marketing purposes, 

or
 the disclosure of personal information to third parties.
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Data Protection Authority

• FOURTH RULE: Reporting to State Agencies

 Each EU Member State must establish a “Supervisory 
Authority” or “Data Protection Authority” to administer data 
protection law.

 Some EU Member States specifically mandate annual 
summaries filed by controllers documenting all personal 
data processing. 

 Examples.
 In France, the DPA has the right to affirmatively approve 

some types of data processing operations.
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Sensitive Data

• Sensitive Data – Additional Rules

 Definition – personal data that discloses “racial or ethnic origin, 
political opinions, religious and philosophical beliefs, trade-
union membership, [or]…health or sex life.”

 Processing of this data is strictly prohibited, unless an 
express exception applies, including:

 Explicit consent, which is freely given
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Transfer of data outside the EU
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EU vs. U.S. Privacy Law

• The U.S. takes a piecemeal approach to privacy law, weaving an 
intricate web of federal, state and local laws to protect many aspects of 
privacy
 U.S. “sectoral” privacy laws target discrete categories of data (e.g., 

medical information, financial information, credit records, children’s 
information, etc.) and specific industries (e.g., financial, medical, 
insurance, telecom, etc.), leaving many areas of personal data 
privacy largely unregulated

• The EU regulates personal data privacy far more comprehensively
 EU Data Protection Directive (1995) sets the “floor” and regulates all 

data about identifiable people, no matter what the context
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The EU on International Transfers

• General Principle – “Personal data” may not be sent from Europe unless 
the destination is a “third country” that “ensures an adequate level of data 
protection”

• “Third Countries” designated by EU Commission as affording “adequate”
protection”: 
 Argentina, Andorra, Canada (for recipients subject to the Canadian 

Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act), 
Guernsey, Jersey, Isle of Man, Israel (since 31 January 2011), The 
Faroe Islands and Switzerland

• These countries, plus the European Economic Area (EU member states 
plus Iceland, Norway, Liechtenstein), make up an “EU data zone”
through which data may be freely transferred
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Primary Methods to Legally 
Transfer Data Internationally Outside EEA

• Safe Harbor (for U.S. only)

• Model Contract Clauses

• Binding Corporate Rules

• Consent

• Anonymized Data

• Necessary (not merely convenient) for specified purposes
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Safe Harbor – an overview

• Voluntary self-certification system for transmitting data from the 
EEA to the U.S. 

• Allows U.S. data processors to receive personal data from 
Europe, provided they agree (broadly) to treat data as if it is still 
in EEA and subject to the Directive’s principles

• Safe Harbor restrictions need only apply to personal data 
received from the EEA (no obligation to provide EU-style data 
protections for data originating in U.S.)

• Not available in all sectors – e.g. telecommunication companies 
and financial institutions are not covered by the regime

• More than 1,500 U.S. entities have signed up
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Safe Harbor

• Requirements

 publicly committing to comply with seven Safe Harbor 
principles

 Safe Harbor compliant privacy policy on website

 accepting jurisdiction of the U.S. Federal Trade Commission 
including in respect of any breaches

 notifying the U.S. Department of Commerce of the self-
certification
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The 7 Safe Harbor Principles

• Notice – information about data collection (e.g. purpose for 
collecting)

• Choice – the right to opt-out
• Onward Transfer – apply the notice and choice principles for 

disclosure of information to a third party
• Security – reasonable precautions to protect collected data
• Data Integrity – use the collected purpose only for its intended 

purpose
• Access – allow individuals to alter inaccurate information about 

themselves
• Enforcement – ensuring compliance and offering recourse for 

breach
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Recent Criticisms of U.S. Safe Harbor Program

• Criticism of Safe Harbor is not new – EU has published two critical 
reports over the last decade

• Influential 2008 report from Galexia, which found that most companies 
certified under Safe Harbor were not compliant

• Recent German criticism, however, has “stepped it up a notch”
 April 2010, the Düsseldorfer Kreiss (organization of German DPAs), 

boldly claimed that the mere fact that an organization states it is 
certified under safe harbor is insufficient – a German company must 
independently verify that a U.S. company adheres to the Safe Harbor 
Privacy Principles before exporting.

 In July, the head of a regional German DPA went a step further, and 
called for the EU’s outright rescission of the Safe Harbor Program.
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FTC Starting to Enforce Safe Harbor

• Interestingly, just as the EU has levied criticism against Safe Harbor, the 
FTC has started to bring Safe Harbor enforcement actions against
companies that are not in compliance. 
 First ever enforcement action brought against company last year that 

alleged company had falsely stated that it had self-certified under 
Safe Harbor, when in fact it had not. 

 Several months later, FTC brought six enforcement actions against 
companies who had allowed their certifications to lapse but falsely 
stated they were current.  

 Most recently, in March 2011, the FTC brought an enforcement 
against Google for the first ever “substantive” safe harbor action in 
connection with rolling out its new social networking site, Buzz. 

 Google allegedly violated the SH principles of Notice and Choice
because it did not give Notice and Choice to users “before using their 
information for a purpose different from that which it was collected”
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Model Contractual Clauses

• Text of Directive 
 Authorizes EU Commission to approve transfers of personal data to 

third countries that fail to ensure an “adequate level of protection” if 
controller establishes “sufficient safeguards” through “certain 
standard contractual clauses” consistent with a “commission’s 
decision.”

• EU Commission issued four separate decisions in 2001, 2002, 2004
and 2010 designating four different boilerplate contracts as appropriate 
means of authorizing the sending of personal data by an EU data 
controller (“data exporter”) to “data importers” outside the EU data zone

• “controller to controller” vs. “controller to processor” versions of 
contracts
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Requirements of Model Contractual Clauses

• Data exporter and data importer may not negotiate/change any 
substantive terms in the model contract

• The parties must:
 list in an appendix the exact categories of data and types of 

processing they will conduct
 indicate whether any “sensitive data” will be processed, and
 agree to respond to reasonable inquiries from data subjects and 

supervisory authorities, and agree to submit to data audits by data 
exporters or independent inspection bodies

• In some jurisdictions, it is necessary to file a copy of the model 
contractual clause with relevant data protection authority
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Binding Corporate Rules (“BCRs”)

• Corporate codes of conduct that set forth company-specific, EU-
compliant data handling systems by which all entities of a global 
conglomerate are bound
 once approved, BCRs authorize the multinational to freely transfer personal 

data relating to EU data subjects globally throughout the corporate 
conglomerate

 BCRs require the development of more comprehensive global data 
protection systems, and involve greater exposure for the company to 
intrusive data protection authority scrutiny and approvals

 becoming slightly more popular – companies with EU-wide approval include 
GE, Atmel, Accenture, BP, e-Bay Luxemburg, Hyatt, sanofi-aventis, 
Michelin, JPMorgan Chase and Safran

 recent developments have helped make BCRs more attractive (e.g.
template application, as well as DPA “mutual recognition procedure”)
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Consent

• The requirements for consent are that:
 it be unambiguous
 it be freely given (in some EEA jurisdictions there is a presumption 

that employee consents are not given freely)
 the person giving consent:

 knows and understands what they are agreeing to
 knows the reasons for the data transfer and, if possible, the countries involved
 is made aware of any particular risks to the personal data arising from the 

transfer

• Some EEA data authorities maintain that a consent:
 must specifically list the categories of data being processed, and
 the purposes for processing the data outside the EEA

• Useful for Web Sites: “Click-through consent”
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Necessary Transfers

• To qualify for this exception, the transfer must be “necessary” not 
merely convenient, in respect of any of the following:
 “for the performance of a contract between the data subject and the 

controller or [for] the implementation of pre-contractual measures 
taken in response to the data subject’s request”

 “for the conclusion or performance of a contract concluded in the
interest of the data subject between the controller and a third party”

 “legally required on important public interest grounds”
 “the establishment, exercise, or defense of legal claims”
 “in order to protect the vital interests of the data subject”

• Exceptions should be applied with caution – they are generally narrowly 
construed
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Anonymized Data

• A neat solution – always consider whether purpose can be 
served by transmitting data that has been stripped of all 
identifying information linking it to the data subject, e.g.
remove names of people

• The transfer of anonymized data is not prohibited by the 
Directive.
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Amendments to EU Data Protection Directive 
Pending

• EU’s overarching data protection law is now 15 years old – the privacy 
landscape is very different now compared to 1995. 

• Outline of proposed changes:
 Streamlining of international transfer procedures and submissions to 

DPAs
 Nature of consent and when it can be freely given
 Clarity regarding applicable law (to achieve harmony across EU 

regardless of geographic location)
 Greater enforcement and move to provide redress by data subjects

via courts
 Data breach notification 
 Appointment of Data Protection Officer
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New Indian Privacy Regulations—April 2011 

• A dramatic transformation in the Indian privacy landscape with the issuing of final 
regulations for the protection of personal information. 

• The Information Technology Rules 2011 apply to all organizations that collect and 
use personal data and information in India.

• The rules include a provision for prior written consent for the collection and use of 
sensitive personal information under current laws in the EU and U.S. 

• Among the provisions in the regulations, companies will be required to provide 
privacy policies and give individuals notice when information is collected, grant 
data subjects access and put in place the right to correct any personal data that 
has been collected. 

• Information must also be secured, and a dispute resolution process must be put in 
place.

• Calls for civil penalties (up to $4,500) and criminal penalties (up to 3 years 
imprisonment), although enforcement remains to be seen.  
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Data Flow From Canada

• Canada’s PIPEDA (Personal Information Protection and Electronic 
Documents Act) governs the collection, use and disclosure of personal 
information by private sector organizations in Canada. 

• PIPEDA is applicable to all commercial activities in Canada, except in 
provinces where privacy laws that are considered substantially similar to 
PIPEDA exist (BC, Alberta, Quebec).

• PIPEDA = organization-to-organization approach that is not based on the 
concept of adequacy (like in the EU). PIPEDA does not prohibit 
organizations in Canada from transferring personal information to an 
organization in another jurisdiction for processing. 

• However, under PIPEDA, organizations are held accountable for the 
protection of personal information transfers under each individual 
outsourcing arrangement.  
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PIPEDA

• Organizations must disclose to individuals that their information may be 
processed in a foreign country and that it may be accessible to law 
enforcement and national security authorities of that jurisdiction. 

• Must be in clear and understandable language. 

• Ideally notice should be given at the time the information is collected. 
(Once an informed individual has chosen to do business with a particular 
company, they do not have an additional right to refuse to have their 
information transferred)
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